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AIRWORTHINESS  DIRECTIVE  
The following airworthiness directive (AD) may be applicable to an aircraft which our records indicate is registered in your name.  ADs are issued pursuant to Canadian 
Aviation Regulation (CAR) 593.  Pursuant to CAR 605.84 and the further details of CAR Standard 625, Appendix H, the continuing airworthiness of a Canadian registered 
aircraft is contingent upon compliance with all applicable ADs.  Failure to comply with the requirements of an AD may invalidate the flight authorization of the aircraft.  Alternative 
means of compliance shall be applied for in accordance with CAR 605.84 and the above-referenced Standard. 
This AD has been issued by the Continuing Airworthiness Division (AARDG), Aircraft Certification Branch, Transport Canada, Ottawa, telephone 613 952-4357. 
 

Pursuant to CAR 202.51 the registered owner of a Canadian aircraft shall, within seven days, notify the Minister  
in writing of any change of his or her name or address.  
 
To request a change of address, contact the Civil Aviation Communications Centre (AARC)  
at Place de Ville, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0N8, or 1-800-305-2059,  
or www.tc.gc.ca/civilaviation/communications/centre/ address.asp 
 
24-0022 (01-2005) 
 

1/4No. 
CF-2007-10 

Issue Date 
18 July 2007 

Number: 
 

CF- 2007-10 

Subject: 
 

Bombardier Aerospace CL-600- 2B19 Flaps Failure 

Effective: 
 

31 July 2007 

Applicability: 
 

All Bombardier Inc. Model CL-600-2B19, serial number 7003 thru 7990 and 8000 and 
subsequent. 

Compliance: 
 

As indicated unless already accomplished 

Background: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Corrective 
Actions: 
 

On November 22, 2006, due to weather conditions a CRJ 100 executed a missed approach.  At 
the same time, a flaps malfunction resulted in the flaps becoming unresponsive while in the fully 
deployed position (45 degree).  The pilot declared an emergency and diverted to the alternate 
airport.  Due to high fuel consumption when flying in this configuration, the aircraft landed at a 
diversion airport with 512 pounds of fuel remaining. 
 
The Bombardier CL-600-2B19 airplanes have had a history of flap failures at various positions for 
several years.  Flap failure may result in a significant increase in required landing distances and 
higher fuel consumption than planned during a diversion.  The nature of the malfunction is related 
to the design and reliability of some of the components of the flap system. 
 
To lower the risk of exposure until a permanent solution becomes available, Transport Canada is 
implementing the following four mandatory actions: 
 
Part I:  AFM Change.  This action is mandated to provide the crew with additional guidance 
information for the FLAPS FAIL abnormal procedure, to address the possibility of fuel exhaustion 
resulting from a flaps failure at other than 0 degrees, in combination with a diversion to an 
alternate airport. 
 
Part II:  Operational Procedures:  The operational procedures mandated herein are aimed at 
reducing or eliminating the risk caused by flaps failures.  These Operational Procedures cover the 
three most critical flaps failure modes. 
 
Part lll:  Training Procedures:  This action is mandated to provide personnel with training on the 
operational procedures of Part II of this directive and instruction on reduced or zero flap landing.  
 
Part IV:  Maintenance Actions:  The maintenance actions are mandated to improve overall Flaps 
System reliability and bring the failure rate to an acceptable level, until permanent solutions are 
implemented. 
 
 
Part I.  AFM Change 
 
Within 30 days after the effective date of this directive: 
 

1. Amend the AFM by inserting Temporary Revision (TR) RJ/165, dated 18 April 2007 or 
later approved revisions. 
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2. Advise all flight crew members and operational control/dispatch of the changes 

introduced through the AFM Temporary Revision RJ/165. 
 

3. Advise all flight crewmembers and operational control/dispatch of the operational 
procedures mandated in part II below. 

 
 
Part II. Operational Procedures: 
 
Within 30 days after the effective date of this directive, operators shall comply with the more 
restrictive of the procedures in this AD, applicable regulations and/or established Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs).  The following operational procedures are imposed: 
 

1. Flap Extended Diversion 
 

Upon arrival at the destination airport, an approach shall not be commenced, nor shall 
the flaps be extended beyond the 0 degree position, unless one of the following 
conditions exists: 
 
a. When conducting a precision approach, the reported visibility (or RVR) is confirmed 

to be at or above the visibility associated with the landing minima for the approach in 
use, and can be reasonably expected to remain at or above this visibility until after 
landing; or 

 
b. When conducting a non-precision approach, the reported ceiling and visibility (or 

RVR) are confirmed to be at or above the ceiling and visibility associated with the 
landing minima for the approach in use, and can be reasonably expected to remain 
at or above this ceiling and visibility until after landing; or 

 
c. An emergency or abnormal situation occurs that requires landing at the nearest 

suitable airport; or 
 
d. The fuel remaining is sufficient to conduct the approach, execute a missed 

approach, divert to a suitable airport with the flaps extended to the landing position, 
conduct an approach at the airport and land with 1000lb (454kg) of fuel remaining. 

 
Note 1:  The fuel burn factor (as per AFM TR/165) shall be applied to the normal fuel 
consumption for calculation of the flaps extended missed approach, climb, diversion and 
approach fuel consumption. 
 
Note 2:  Terrain and weather must allow a minimum flight altitude not exceeding 15,000 
feet along the diversion route. 

 
Note 3:  For the purpose of this AD, a “suitable airport” is an airport that has at least one 
usable runway, served by an instrument approach if operating under Instrument Flight 
Rules (IFR), and the airport is equipped as per the applicable regulations and standards 
for marking and lighting.  The existing and forecast weather for this airport shall be at or 
above landing minima for the approach in use. 

 
2. Flap Failure After Takeoff 

 
When a takeoff alternate is filed, terrain and weather must allow a minimum flight altitude 
not exceeding 15,000 feet along the diversion route to that alternate, or other suitable 
airport.  The fuel at departure shall be sufficient to divert to the takeoff alternate or other 
suitable airport with the flaps extended to the takeoff position, conduct and approach and 
land with 1000 lb (454 kg) of fuel remaining. 
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Note:  The fuel burn factor (as per AFM TR/165) shall be applied to the normal fuel 
consumption for calculation of the flaps extended, climb, diversion and approach fuel 
consumption. 
 

3. Flap Zero Landing 
 

Operations where all useable runways at the destination and alternate airports are forecast 
to be wet or contaminated (as defined in the AFM) are prohibited during the cold weather 
season (December to March inclusive in the northern hemisphere) unless one of the 
following conditions exists: 

 
a. The flap actuators have been verified serviceable in accordance with Part C (Low 

Temperature Torque Test of the Flap Actuators) of SB 601R-27-150, July 12, 2007 or 
later revisions approved by the Chief, Continuing Airworthiness, or 

 
b. The flight is conducted at a cruise altitude where the SAT is -60 deg C or warmer.  If 

the SAT in flight is colder than -60 deg C, descent to warmer air shall be initiated 
within 10 minutes, or 

 
c.  The Landing Distance Available on a useable runway at the destination airport is at 

least equal to the actual landing distance required for flaps zero.  This distance shall 
be based on Bombardier performance data, and shall take into account forecast 
weather and anticipated runway conditions, or 

 
d. The Landing Distance Available on a useable runway at the filed alternate airport, or 

other suitable airport is at least equal to the actual landing distance for flaps zero.  This 
distance shall be based on Bombardier performance data, and shall take into account 
forecast weather and anticipated runway conditions. 

 
NOTE 1:   If the forecast destination weather is less than 200 feet above DH or MDA, or 
less than 1 mile (1500 meters) above the authorized landing visibility (or equivalent RVR), 
as applied to the usable runway at the destination airport, condition 3 (a), 3 (b) or 3 (d) 
above must be satisfied. 

 
NOTE 2:  When conducting No Alternate IFR (NAIFR) operations, condition 3 (a), 3 (b) or 
3 (c) above must be satisfied. 

 
Incorporation of Part I (AFM Change) and Part II (Operational Procedures) of this AD into the 
operators’ Flight Manual constitutes closing action for the AFM/Operational sections of this 
Airworthiness Directive. 

 
 

Part III. Training: 
 

Provide flight crewmembers and operational control/dispatch personnel training as 
follows: 

 
1. Training for Flap Failure Procedures 
 

          Within 30 days after the effective date of this directive: 
Provide ground briefing for flight crewmembers and affected ground personnel on the 
operational procedures mandated in Part II of this directive. 
 

2. Annual Simulator Training on Reduced or Zero Flap Landing 
 

          Within one year after the effective date of this directive: 
Provide flight crewmembers instruction on reduced or zero flap landing thereafter within the 
normal simulator training cycle (at least annually). 
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Part IV. Maintenance Actions: 

 
Accomplish Bombardier Service Bulletin (SB) 601R-27-150, dated July 12, 2007, or later 
revisions approved by the Chief, Continuing Airworthiness in accordance with the 
following schedule: 
 
 

Maintenance Task Compliance Schedule/Actions 

- Cleaning and Lubrication of 
the Flexible Shafts, and 

- Installation of Metallic Seals 
in the Flexible Drive Shafts 

Part A of the above mentioned SB 
must be accomplished before 
November 30, 2007. 
 
If there is damage or delamination 
of sealant and it extends more than 
0.25 in. (6.3 mm) from a lockwire 
hole, prior to further flight perform a 
low temperature torque check on 
the actuator in accordance with the 
above mentioned SB.  If the 
actuator is serviceable, repair the 
damaged sealant per the actuator 
Component Maintenance Manual 
before return to service. 

- Pressure Test of the 
Flexible Drive Shaft 

Part B of the above mentioned SB 
must be accomplished within 24 
(twenty-four) months or 4000 hours 
after the effective date of this 
directive, whichever comes first. 
 
Any flexible drive shaft which 
exhibits leakage (any sign of 
bubbles within one minute during 
the pressure test in water) shall be 
replaced with a serviceable unit 
prior to the next flight. 

- Low Temperature Torque 
Test of the Flap Actuators 

Part C of the above mentioned SB 
must be accomplished within 24 
months after the effective date of 
this directive. 
 
Any actuator that fails the low 
temperature torque check [greater 
than 15 lb-in (1.69 N-m) breakout 
and/or 13 lb-in (1.47 N-m) running 
torque at –59 to –61 deg C] shall be 
replaced with a serviceable unit 
prior to next flight.  

 
Authorization: 
 
 

 
For Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities 
 
 
 
B. Goyaniuk 
Chief, Continuing Airworthiness 

 
Contact: 

 
Mr.Gordanko Jeremic, Continuing Airworthiness, Ottawa, telephone 613-952-4379, facsimile 
613-996-9178 or e-mail jeremig@tc.gc.ca or any Transport Canada Centre. 

 


